


Tunic 13102

Tunic made of noble fabric combined with silk. Silk fabric is interlaced with 
metallic thread and backed with cotton – 100%. Beige and white colours are 
used in combination. A knee – length tunic is tied on neck. It can be worn 
both as a daily dress, and on special occasions -for example, on the beach 
or for a weekend stroll.

Coat 912

The coat is made of the same fabric as the previous model. Weave of fabrics 
– silk and metal thread what visually creates a shine effect. The coat has 
edges made of 100% cotton. Two-way zipped and binding inside.
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Dress 1392

White in colour, made of a circle with use of cotton. At the top and the 
bottom of the dress there are edges made of grosgrain ribbon.

Bubble Hem Dress  1391

UJersey dress maintained in black and white colour scheme. The model uses 
two types of jersey - one is smooth, and the other has a structure with black 
elastic lace sewed on.
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Tunic 13108

Made of silk, black and white in colour with a floral motif. The upper part is 
sewed with black lace and edged with a decorative ribbon.  

Dress 7109

Made of silk, black-and-white, specifically tailored, using four square 
elements sewed together. You can take it with you on holiday or to the SPA.
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Dress 192

The fabric used for making light and dark dresses is wool. Finished with lining inside. Business style dresses, we can wear them to the office. They are all year-
round, however most suitable for fall/winter season. Finished with edge made of black wool. 
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Dress 191

The model made from chamois in powder pink colour. 
All seams in the dress are cut and jagged. Designed for 
the office, business or casual meeting. Finished with 
lining inside. Model has a specific cut in the waist and 
on the side, which optically shapes the figure.

Shirt 171
Casual set – shirt made of white cotton, whereas accessory items made of cotton and cotton 
taffeta. Buttoned-up shirt with two collars and two cuffs allows to obtain different effects in look 
and wear. 
Dress 844
Lining skirt is made from chamois, cut-in, with a zip placed into each cut as a decoration element.
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Jacket 1321

Made of white and violet striped taffeta with elements of khaki colour. Taffeta 
is covered with lace, jersey and silk taffeta are the additional elements. The 
jacket has no lining, however it is laminated, fastened with buttons with 
tailored waist and a stand-up collar.

Tunic 342

It is in pink, made of soft jersey with delicate grey strips. Finished with 
binding and lining. An additional element of tunic is pink jersey which 
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Coat 1311

In beige colour, an additional element is the use of lighter shade of beige 
taffeta, tailored waist and binding inside. Bottom finished in the form of 
bubble hem dress. 

Dress 1391

White dominates, the model made of jersey. Two types of jersey are applied 
– smooth and textured. The jersey is covered with knitted lace. Dress is cut 
below the waist. Finished in the form of bubble hem dress.
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Jacket/Blazer 8113

Made from black jersey and embroidered texture taffeta with black and 
white decorative circles, and black circles with gold elements in the middle. 
Applies a two-way gold decorative zip. 

Tunic 318

Ecru in color and made from jersey. The upper part of the hem is finished 
with gold lace. Applies a decorative zip. 
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Blouse 1378

Yellow jersey blouse ideal for business meetings with decorative bold 
aquamarine edges around the neck and sleeves. Delicately gathered what 
covers our imperfections. 

Trousers 525

Made from linen fabric trousers in mint color. The tabs on the front and back 
of the pockets are with binding. In a down cut off there is a covered zip.
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Jacket 1323

Ecru in colour, model finished with black grosgrain ribbon elements. Zipped 
with the decorative Swarovski crystal forms. The jacket sleeves are made of 
jersey with black embroidered elements.

Trousers 525

Made of ecru-coloured cotton with edges of binding. The model uses the 
embroidery of the same color. A knee cut off is decorated with a covered zip. 
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Shirt-dress 13106

In a bold canary yellow colour, finished with silver ribbon, buttoned with Swarovski crystals. Waist tailored and, additionally, tied with a belt. Perfect for a 
weekend getaway.
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Coat 913

White in colour, made of cotton fabric. Specific cuts are decorated with black bindings what slenderizes the waist. The edges are made of jersey. Two-way zipped. 
Inside binding. 
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Tunic 6104

Made of cotton lace. Waist tailored, has a large, decorative pockets below 
the waist. In the upper part – there is a shawl-like collar. Finished with 
elements of jersey, lace in blue-navy- blue and white colour.

Jacket/Blazer 1331

Equestrian-style jacket made of cotton with a touch of lycra, kept in ecru 
colour, finished with a beige thread. Fastened with a golden button which 
gives the outfit an elegant look. Inside there is a high quality lining. Sleeves 
are decorated with five golden buttons, pockets are closed and finished with 
an edge. Ideal for a business meeting and a walk around the city.

Cena: 600 PLN Cena: 640 PLN
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Blouse 873

Made of jersey, asymmetrical, striped with a floral motif.

Trousers 525

Made of ecru-coloured cotton with edges of binding. The model uses the 
embroidery of the same color. A knee cut off is decorated with a covered zip. 
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Blouse 307

Made of blue and white silk, fastened with buttons. The additional features 
are the rectangular patches on the front. Blouse is tied in the waist.

Trousers 525

Made of ecru-coloured cotton with edges of binding. The model uses the 
embroidery of the same color. A knee cut off is decorated with a covered zip. 
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Jacket 1322

Cotton jacket with floral motif and elements of silk taffeta. A jersey edge is used as a decorative accent. Zipped, inside binding. 
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Overall 1352

Made of light beige chamois and zipped. Finished with black taffeta along the zip and on the collar. Textured jersey sleeves. Black embroidery in used for 
decorative purposes.
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Blouse 1371

The model connects the three types of jersey - in three shades of beige – gradually from the lightest to the darker. Cotton collar in soft beige and white stripes 
crowns the whole. Jersey finishes are in bright shades of beige.
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Tunic 13105

Made from two types of jersey - a smooth, silver – coloured, and textured in shades of gray. Salmon pink elements give the whole outfit a character.
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Tunic 13101

Cotton tunic, with motifs, combined with a silver jersey and salmon pink elements. Decorative ribbons are placed in waist and on the upper part of the model.
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Jacket 922

Black cotton taffeta combined with white and yellow edges. Zipped jacket 
with a stand-up collar. It is a sports outfit, ideal to go on holiday.

Trousers 951

Trousers made of black jersey and finished in the upper part with wide and 
black elastic band they can serve as sports trousers. In knee area there are 
decorative cuts finished with black embroidery.
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Tunic 13103

Made of red-black-white striped jersey. White jersey and red shiny ribbon in the upper part of the tunic are the decorative elements. 
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